
STATEMENT BY Steve Perry, Chair of CAUSE  

(CAMPAIGN AGAINST URBAN SPRAWL TO THE EAST OF CHIPPENHAM) 

CAUSE welcomes the lifting of the threat of damaging road building across the environmentally and socially 

precious open spaces and farmland of Avon and Marden Valley to the east of Chippenham. The Avon and 

Marden Valley has been a lifeline to Chippenham residents during the Covid pandemic and the Cabinet and 

Council should now consider how to protect and enhance this amenity and reinvigorate County Farms to be 

an exemplar of local farming and food production. CAUSE would welcome assisting in this project with other 

interested groups. This provides an opportunity for Wiltshire Council and the local councils neighbouring the 

area to plan positively for the land in terms of its social and agricultural benefits, and CAUSE will work to 

encourage that fresh thinking.  

However, many of the concerns which we have expressed in relation to the previous Avon and Marden Valley 

plans apply equally to the current proposals for a road and housing to the South of Chippenham.  

CAUSE has analyzed the responses to the Future Chippenham consultation. We remind the Council of the 

following facts: 

1) 75% of respondents objected to having a road at all – including the one the council is now proposing 

from Lackham to Pewsham. 

 

2) It appears that every effort was made by Wiltshire Council to prevent easy objection to any road. 

There was no simple box to tick to say “no road at all”; instead, convoluted guidance was issued very 

late in the consultation to use a free form text entry (in an area of the consultation not related to a 

no-road option) to express an opinion. 

 

3) The CAUSE analysis leans heavily to placing responses into the “Support” category; all submissions 

where a route was chosen but no other comment was made was counted as “support” for the road. 

However, the vast majority of those responses also chose “Protecting and enhancing biodiversity e.g., 

animal and plant habitats”, “Protecting and enhancing landscape and visual amenity” and “Preserving 

and protecting heritage assets”, as key issues to consider in choosing a road. They were, therefore, 

hardly ringing endorsements for bulldozing through hectares of Wiltshire countryside and County 

Farms. 

 

4) CAUSE notes that responses were received from Chippenham Town Council, Calne Town Council and 

parish councils such as Bremhill, who all came out in total opposition to the road, and that the Parish 

councillors are underrepresented in the Consultation, as they overwhelmingly voted against to the 

road but did not also submit individual objections (e.g. most of the Chippenham Town Councillors 

submitted their objections to the Town Council, which were simply amalgamated into the Town 

Council’s single response). 

 

5) The results of analysis of nearly 1200 responses were: 

 

“SUPPORT” a Route Option  246      Total 246 - 21% Support (see Note 3 above) 

 

Choose a Route Option but  311 

comment they want no road    

      

No choice of route and state  574  Total 885 - 75% Object (see Note 4 above) no road 

at all 

 

Don’t Know   44 Total 44    4% Don’t Know 



‘Don’t knows’ include organisations where a comment was made, but no preference stated. It also includes 

various Wiltshire Council departmental responses. There were also a few members of the public who 

submitted a response without a route option or with no indications of support or objection. 

The responses in support include developers, who have vested pecuniary interests in any development the 

Council proposes - which would never be allowed in other circumstances, such as a councillor on a planning 

committee, or a householder whose property value is threatened by a planning application. 

Additionally the overwhelming feedback against development to the east in the Future Chippenham 

consultation has been matched by over 6,100 people who have already signed a petition on 38 degrees 

(https://you.38degrees.org.uk/petitions/stop-urban-sprawl-and-destruction-of-wiltshire-countryside) that 

opposed the building of the road , gave cogent reasons for this and whose conclusions included:  

‘Given the declared Global Climate Emergency, it is astonishing that the Council would even consider 

building on land that is so vital to our future and that would undermine the battle against climate change. 

In fact, we believe that in the midst of a global Climate Emergency, unsustainable development of this kind 

should not be permitted.’ 

Moreover, the housing number reduction is, in reality, only around 1,000 homes over the period. The Council 

hasn’t changed its position that the numbers proposed are required to fit the needs of Chippenham. That is 

false. Chippenham needs affordable homes for young people to help them stay in the area. It does not need 

a still-massive expansion for incoming wealthy commuters.  

It is obvious that Chippenham is attractive to wealthy incomers who want to move out of the cities and 

commute back to them, but pandering to that market will only fuel the ongoing rise in house prices, thus 

making the affordability issue even worse for our young people, as well as increasing emissions. 

Instead of just accepting the numbers applied by the Government, Wiltshire Council should as other 

authorities have done, push back, and remind HMG that there isn’t really a housing shortage. There are over 

1.2 million unbuilt permissions currently, as well as a magnitude of empty houses that speculators are sitting 

on. 

Two years ago, the Council declared a climate emergency. Given the need for carbon emissions reduction, the 

huge, and possibly permanent, changes in work patterns (working from home, etc.) and the resulting traffic 

reduction, the proposed road to the south just isn’t justified.  We remind you that 75% of Future Chippenham 

consultation respondents were against the entire road plan, not just the eastern section of it. We believe that 

the Council is keeping the southern section in order to justify the new houses planned, and to keep as much 

of the HIF funding as possible. 

 

 

Questions by Steve Perry, Chair of CAUSE: 

1. What agreements does the Council have with developers to the north and east of Chippenham? 

 

Specifically, what has been agreed with Chippenham 2020 or SUMMIX or both, and were any 

agreements made with SUMMIX or Chippenham 2020 (or both) before the Council made the HIF bid? 

 

2. 75% responded AGAINST THE WHOLE PLAN. The Council’s revised plan does not in any way reflect 

that, and still appears to show Wiltshire Council to be predetermining the outcome of the emerging 

Local Plan. How much more percentage against the plan would be required to stop it completely, and 

why is the Council predetermining the Local Plan with a grant application rather than going through a 

proper positive planning process including options appraisal, and engagement with the public and 

local councils? 

https://you.38degrees.org.uk/petitions/stop-urban-sprawl-and-destruction-of-wiltshire-countryside

